RESOLUTION

concerning

TEMPORARY APPOINTMENT OF MR. THOMAS J. THERRIAULT
as
ACTING VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS
at
SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY

FEBRUARY 5, 1988

BE IT RESOLVED, That Mr. Thomas J. Therriault is temporarily appointed as Acting Vice President for Administrative Affairs, at Southern Connecticut State University, effective January 1, 1988, at a bi-weekly rate of $2,605.37 (annualized $68,000).

A Certified True Copy:

Dallas K. Beal
President
SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Participated in many key fiscal planning and policy discussions with Southern Connecticut State University top management and officials of the Connecticut State University central administration establishing methods for reducing controlling and allocating financial and human resources.

Acquired a sound knowledge of the academic environment as well as experience while teaching in the disciplines of Accounting, Computer Science, and Human Resource Management and interfacing with vice presidents, deans, department chairpersons and faculty, developing fiscal credibility and trust.

Became well acquainted with the wide range of the multifaceted operations of the Southern Connecticut State University through practical experience with virtually every phase of the budgeting and planning process utilized by the Connecticut State University system.

Established a leadership style based on honesty, fairness, and willingness to delegate, listen, and decide while dedicated to getting things done collegially.

Served successfully as an administrative and fiscal administrator with a record of being able to establish harmonious and mutually beneficial relationships within the Connecticut State University system and external state organizations and agencies.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Director of Fiscal Affairs

1976 - Present
Southern Connecticut State University, New Haven, Connecticut

Directs the financial activities of the University with a staff of two supervisors, three accountants, and a clerical group of twenty-one people. Within the scope of this activity, a $45 million program budget is prepared, controlled and appropriated with financial reports issued monthly and annually reflecting activity.
Assistant Comptroller
1970 - 1975
Dictaphone Corporation, Bridgeport, Connecticut

Directed and managed the activities of the sales accounting group that was staffed with five managers and a clerical staff of fifty-five people.

Manager of Accounting Policy and Procedures
1967 - 1970
Remington Rand Office Machines, Norwalk, Connecticut

Directed the activities of the division systems and procedures group that was staffed with three senior analysts and a forms control analyst.

Senior Systems Analyst
1963 - 1967
Chandler Evans Corporation, West Hartford, Connecticut

Installed standard cost systems designed to control and report by machining operation, directed labor and material usage variances from standard.

Accounting Systems Analyst
1955 - 1963
St. Regis Paper Company, New York, New York

Participated in the design and installation of complete consolidated accounting systems, budgets, standard costs, and inventory control systems for a multi-plant operations completely owned subsidiaries.

EDUCATION

Southern Connecticut State University, New Haven, Connecticut
Sixth Year Diploma 1981
Major: Administration/ Supervision

University of Bridgeport, Bridgeport, Connecticut
M.B.A. 1976
Major: Accounting

Bentley College, Waltham, Massachusetts
B.S. 1974
Major: Accounting and Finance